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54 Years Later Lost History Revealed--
Lance Renventlow Cobra Gets It's Due
Respect.

KNOXVILLE, TN, USA, December 16,
2016 /EINPresswire.com/ -- 54 years
ago, our world was a different place. With
the constant changing turbulent times of
the 60's and baby boomers making their
mark, hot cars became a revolution of
change. No longer did a performance car
buyer have to hop up his showroom-
bought Muscle Car to make it faster.
Carroll Shelby had the answer;
"COBRA". A fire breathing tire frying
torque monster that became the fastest
1/4 mile production car of the 60's and
dominated road racing tracks across the
nation.

The COBRA legend lives on today, through important Cobra cars like the Lance Reventlow Cobra.
Reventlow was known as a rich playboy race car driver who gave us the Scarab race car and also
had the components in place to help launch Carroll Shelby to fame and fortune. You can read more
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about this at https://www.mecum.com/lots/FL0117-
269413/1962-shelby-cobra-roadster/ where on Jan. 13th,
2017 the Lance Reventlow Cobra will be offered up for auction
by the world famous Mecum Auctions. 

After 2 years of painstaking research by Tony Begley and
Randy Paddock (of ClassicMuscleCars.com and
MuscleCarClub.com),they lifted the veil of lost history in an

informative website; csx2032.com, that chronicles the cars long over due history. Thanks to their
research, the Lance Reventlow Cobra is now one of the most documented Cobras in the world other
than CSX2000. CSX2000 was the first Shelby built, it sold for the first time since it was built,  Aug.
2016 and set a new world record price of $13.75 million. Mecum has set a conservative estimate on
CSX2032 of 1.1 to 1.3 million that could wind up being the deal of the their Kissimmee, FL auction
2017. This special historic Cobra will only rise in value over time. It's still history in the making.
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